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6

Abstract7

In this work, we are trying to examine the efficiency of Islamic banks in North Africa. This8

study concerns eight Islamic banks belong to five countries. The data are collected from the9

official websites of these banks for a period of time extends between 2010 and 2014 (five years).10

We appeal to the method of analysis by financial ratios and the DEA, specially the Window11

Analysis.In the light of the analyse by the financial ratios, we note that the performance of12

Islamic banks in North Africa is in decline. According to the non-parametric method DEA,13

the only efficient bank C is the Algerian bank al-Salam. But, the Islamic Bank of Mauritania14

was in last row between the Islamic banks in North Africa with increasing returns to scale.15

16

Index terms— islamic banks, north africa, efficiency, financial ratios, the method DEA.17

1 Introduction18

he global economy has the Islamic economy, which is recognized for all the world by the prohibition of RIBA.19
This concept Arabic translated the interest imposed on the borrowing and lending.20

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the Islamic economy has been appeared in order to release the21
economies of the countries Muslims, but by the time the Islamic banks are also found in non-Muslim countries.22
The Islamic economy indicates the existence of an economy based on the Islamic doctrine.23

An Islamic Bank applies the principles of the Sharia in all their financial transactions, banking and investment.24
Without doubt, it subject to the supervision of the central bank.25

The Islamic banks have its own rules and pillars that make them different from the conventional banks.26
Historically, the first Islamic Bank was founded in Egypt in 1963 at the initiative of an economist called Ahmad27
al-NAGGAR.28

Islamic finance is based on the conviction of the Riba (wear), the prohibition of Gharar (speculation) and the29
Maysir (uncertainty), the financing of projects in sectors lawful, the obligation of sharing of profits and losses,30
and finally the principle of affiliation investments to tangible assets of the real economy. Baller ??2005) sees that31
the Islamic finance earlier as modern because it introduces a new form of ”governance partnership”.32

Islamic finance inspires its foundations of the Islamic law (Shariah), of the finance Anglo-Saxon, of the Koran33
(Qur’an), the Islamic jurisprudence (Fiqh) and of the Islamic tradition (Sunnah).34

We note that the studies are few who have taken the Islamic banks in North Africa in the study of the efficiency35
of Islamic banks. We will examine the efficiency of Islamic banks in North Africa via the method DEA by Window36
Analysis. Our contribution lies in the analysis of the efficiency by ratios to the company of the analysis via DEA37
by Window Analysis instead the approach DEA standard. This point brings a particular asset to our work.38

Our research focuses on the efficiency of Islamic banks in North Africa with the method of analysis by financial39
ratios and the method DEA. In what follows, we will put the light in the first time on the term efficiency, and40
then on the studies that deal the efficiency of Islamic banks according to the DEA (specially Window analysis).41
By the following, we will treat empirically the efficiency of Islamic banks in Africa to north.42
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6 ? THE ALLOCATIVE EFFICIENCY OR PRICE

2 I.43

A Review of the Literature44
The Islamic bank differs from the classic bank by several criteria. The Islamic Bank offers products and of45

financial operations adapt to the principles of the shariah. These Islamic products are deposits of investment,46
certificates of investment or savings accounts.47

The products of the Islamic Bank meet the needs of the customer. Since, the Islamic Bank offers the client48
several options such as: murabaha (costplus), Musharakah (Joint Venture), Ijara (leasing). Accordingly, this49
bank has the Islamic options such as letter of guarantee, letter of credit and the cards covered.50

Primarily, the Islamic Bank has a board Shariah. This Council is composed of experts in Islamic law in order51
to consult, in a continuous manner, as regards all the new banking operations. T Islamic banks have three modes52
of financing ; the sharing of profits and risks, leasing, the loan Islamic.53

3 a) The main Islamic instruments54

The mobilization and the use of capital in the Islamic finance are based on different legal concepts to those of55
traditional banks ??Muhammad, 1981).56

Mudaraba: it refers to the financing of an investment by the Bank with the sharing of losses and profits57
according to a predetermined rate. Musharaka Mizaka: it refers to the co-financing by the Bank and the58
proponents without forgetting with sharing of losses and profits according to a rate set at the beginning. Kard59
Hasan: it refers to a loan without interest but the bank charges real are borne by the borrower. Bay’mu’ajjal the60
acquisition of an asset, which presents a need for the client, by the bank then resale to its client with compensation61
delayed. Bay As-salam: the acquisition of an asset of the customer by the bank then resale to term to the latter.62
Ijara: the acquisition of an asset by the Bank in order to rent to its client in respect of a commitment of sale63
to term. Murabaha: the loan without interest in the short term with banking margin defined. Sukuk: the bond64
borrowing backed with a leasing contract.65

4 ? The concept of efficiency66

For Allen and Anoop (1996), the term efficiency has a broader meaning than the effectiveness. The term efficiency67
includes considerations of cost and efficiency.68

For Windham (1988), ”The efficiency is a concept which combines two other since it puts in report the69
effectiveness for the resources committed to achieve the expected results.” Therefore, the efficiency combines the70
effectiveness and the means employed to achieve the goals of the Bank. In another way, the achievement of the71
goal with lesser costs generates a bank efficiently. Also, the Bank is called efficiently by report a different bank,72
if it achieves the best results with the same means. Accordingly, the efficiency is measured by the relationship73
between the effectiveness and the cost.74

The efficiency-x refers to the overall efficiency. The overall efficiency encompasses productive efficiency, the75
efficiency to the scale, the EFFICIENCY The allocative and/or technical efficiency.76

Weill ??2006) stresses that productive efficiency is linked to the concept of the production function. The77
production function refers to the ratio between the quantities of the factors of production X i and the quantities78
produced y j. Kopp, Osiewalski, and Steel (1994) emphasize that productive efficiency refers to the ability to79
produce a specified output at a minimum cost.80

Specifically, the efficiency indicates to what point an organization uses its resources well to produce goods81
and services. Consequently, the term efficiency depends on the resources (human and financial, equipment,82
materials,?, goods and services products) in order to meet the needs of a ”customer”.83

Amara and Romain (2000) have stressed that the term efficiency means ”a production unit is called efficient84
if, from the basket of inputs that it holds, it produces the maximum output possible.” ? The forms of efficiency85
There are three forms of efficiency: a technical efficiency, a allocative efficiency and a efficiency at scale.86

5 ? Technical Efficiency87

The concept of technical efficiency finds its origin in the theoretical work of fundamental Debreu (1951), Koopmans88
(1951) and Farrell (1957). Koopmans (1951) it is the first which has given a formal definition of the technical89
efficiency: ”a producer is technically efficient if the increase of any output requires the reduction of at least one90
other output or the increase of at least one input, and if a reduction of any input requires elevation of at least91
one other input or the reduction of at least one output. ”.92

According to Weill (2006), the technical efficiency means that an organization is technically efficient if its93
activities the located exactly on the border of production. Also, the technical efficiency ”returns to the ability94
to avoid losses by producing as much output that allows the use of inputs or by using the least possible inputs95
such that the allows the production of outputs” (Harold, Lovell and Schmidt, 1993).96

6 ? The allocative efficiency or price97

The second form of efficiency it is the efficiency price. An organization is efficient allocativement if she chooses98
the productive combinations the least expensive, that is to say that it uses the factors of production in the exact99
proportions, given their market price.100
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Otherwise, this form designates that the organization reduces its total costs of production, it also promotes101
the level of this last which is socially optimal (including by a policy of selling prices or pricing, appropriate).102

Therefore, the efficiency award allows you to grant a complementary information on performance.103
Another side, the inefficiency price results from decisions of production under optimal thanks to estimates of104

relative prices to outputs or to inputs, therefore the production would be more expensive by report a production105
with the factors of productions in optimal proportions.106

Otherwise, an organization is called inefficient allocativement provided that it uses of the factors of production107
in proportions incorrect in the light of their price.108

Pinteris ??2002) stresses that the EFFICIENCY The allocative presents the capacity of leaders to choose109
among the production program the more efficient technically, what engendre the profit the Most High, or the110
possibility to choose the inputs in the Percentages optimal.111

? The efficiency at the scale112
The efficiency to scale it is the case of an organization in a situation of perfect competition, and which operates113

at an appropriate scale, this means that its marginal cost must be equal to the market price of its product (Chaffai,114
1989).115

Otherwise, an organization is efficiently to the scale on the condition that it realizes to an optimum size given116
the market where it operates.117

By contrast, an organization is inefficient at the scale at the condition that it did not happen to maximize its118
profit and subsequently its marginal cost will be separate from the price of the market.119

7 ? Few empirical studies concerning the efficiency of Islamic120

banks with the DEA method121

To study the efficiency of Islamic banks, some researchers make recourse to the method dea with the financial122
ratios. The existing studies concerning the efficiency of Islamic banks are classified in two groups. The first group123
includes studies that assess the efficiency of Islamic banks using the financial ratios. Some of these studies have124
compared their results with conventional banks. The second group of studies focuses on the effectiveness of the125
banks by approaches for analysis of border. Brown (2003) The first study concerning the efficiency of Islamic126
banks with the non-parametric approach DEA is Yudistira (2003).127

Brown and Skully (2005) examined the effectiveness of 36 Islamic banks belong to 19 different countries. They128
have found that at the regional level, Islamic banks of the Middle East were the most effective and then Asia129
and Africa. Johnes et al. (2009) stress according to its study on the Gulf countries between 2004 and 2007 that,130
via the method DEA, the conventional banks are more efficient than the Islamic banks.131

In contrast, Grigorian and Manole, (2005) noted that conventional banks do not exceed the Islamic banks in132
the scores of efficiency.133

We note that the studies on the efficiency of Islamic banks are rare who have taken the Islamic banks of the134
countries of North Africa. This point brings a particular asset to our work.135

8 II.136

9 The Methodology137

The methods used for the determination of the efficiency of financial institutions and banks can be classified into138
two groups: the methods parametric and non-parametric methods.139

Berger and Humphrey (1997) have proposed two empirical methods to measure efficiency. The first method140
is called induced parametric by Aingner and Al(1977) and the second is nonparametric induced by Charnes er141
et al., ??1978).142

For our work, we will choose the non-parametric method dea with the method of analysis by the financial143
ratios in order to examine the efficiency of Islamic banks in North Africa.144

10 a) Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)145

The non-parametric method DEA is also called DMUs (decision-making units). This method allows you to146
evaluate the performance of the firms on the basis of multiple outputs and inputs.147

Otherwise, the method allows DEA to assess the efficiency of the firms by transforming inputs (resources) in148
outputs (benefits).149

The method DEA (DMU) has been extended by Charnes et al. (1978 ??harnes et al. ( , 1981) ) in order to150
assess the efficiency of a U.S. federal program for the allocation of resources to schools. Via the time, the use151
of the DEA is widespread in the other public organizations. The DEA method gives a score to the efficiency of152
organizations.153

Banker et al. ??1984) show that the measure of the efficiency in the search for Charnes et al (1978) can be154
decomposed into two: the technical efficiency and the efficiency of scale.155

The score for the efficiency of each firm is counted by report to a border of efficiency. The firms that are156
located on the border have a score of 1 (or 100%). Therefore, the firms that have a lower score to 100% are157
located under the Border, and it is impossible to find firms on the border of efficiency.158
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15 C

The firms that are located on the border of efficiency are used of peers (or benchmarks) to inefficient firms.159
These peers are attached to the best practice visible. Therefore, the method DEA is a technique of benchmarking.160

In another way, the firms that are located under the Border (have a lower score to 100%) have a margin for161
improvement of their performance.162

The DEA technical is a method linear programming. This method limits the comments via plans to build a163
border. The organizations that reside on this border are efficient, on the other hand, the organizations which are164
located under this border are inefficient. The organization which is located in the border of efficiency does not165
reflect that it produces a maximum level of outputs from a given level of inputs although this situation means166
that this organization presents the best practice of the production of outputs and constitute a reference for the167
other organizations.168

The approach Window analysis is an extension of the DEA method which has been introduced by Klopp169
(1985). The approach Window analysis gives a vision on the trend (the increase or decrease) of the efficiency in170
the time (Charnes et al., 1994 andCooper et al., 2007). In this approach, each unit of decision is distinct from a171
duration of time to another.172

11 i. Description of the data and definition of variables173

The data used come mainly from the annual financial statements issued by the banks of our sample.174
The period covered by our study extends from 2010 until 2014 (five years). Our period of study relates to175

eight banks are located in North Africa operational throughout this period, namely:176
1. BZ : Bank Zitouna (Tunisian bank). 2. The Bank Al Baraka (Tunisian bank). 3. BAMIS : Mauritanian177

bank. 4. The Bank Al Baraka (Algerian bank). 5. The Bank Alsalam (Algerian bank). 6. the Islamic Bank of178
Faisal of Egypt. 7. the Islamic Bank of Faisal of Sudan. 8. The Bank Al Baraka of Egypt.179

12 ii. Definition of variables180

In order to measure the efficiency of Islamic banks in North Africa we use the analysis by ratios. The founding181
studies concentrated on the analysis of the efficiency of the banks have had recourse to certain ratios in order to182
examine the efficiency of banks (Farrell, 1957).183

Recent studies have made call to ratios of profitability, efficiency, cost as (Qureshi & Shaikh, 2012), and we184
are going to add the ratios of risk. The ratios are summarized in the table below.185

13 The name of the variable Definition186

The According to the table above, we find that the Islamic banks in North Africa have experienced an increase187
in the ratios of the cost 1, which is explained by the increase in personal charges with a percentage fort that the188
increase in the total of active across the five years of our study.189

The ratio of the cost 2 has experienced an increase in 2011 and 2014 and almost the ratios are equal between190
2010, 2012 and 2013. Therefore, the expenses of interests have experienced an increase with a strong proportion191
that the increase in total filings in 2011 and 2014.192

The ratio of the cost 3 has experienced a slight increase from one year to another. Then, the capital, the193
total of assets and provisions have experienced a slight increase except in 2013 these variables have experienced194
a slight decrease.195

Islamic banks in North Africa have experienced an increase in the Risk ratio 1 between 2010 and 2013, which196
is explained by the increase in the total of credit by Report the total of the deposits. But, this ratio has seen a197
decrease in 2014 by Report 2013.198

In addition, the ratio of Risk 2 experienced a decrease between 2010 and 2011. And then this ratio has199
experienced an increase except in 2014 Islamic banks in North Africa a decrease in the ratio of risk.200

The ratio of income has experienced an increase between 2010 and 2013.201
According to these results, we note that, in 2010, the average of the ratio of Risk 2 (total Depot / total assets)202

occupies the first rank with a percentage of 65.77%, then the average of the ratio of profit (ROA) is located in203
the second level.204

Islamic banks in North Africa have experienced an increase in the Risk ratio and the cost ratio during the205
period 2010-2013, which creates a slight decrease of income and profit. This increase of the Ratios costs and206
risks is explained by a strong increase in expenses and expenditure by Report The increase in deposits and total207
assets.208

By against the Islamic banks catch up with their situation in 2014 and record an increase performance ratios209
and a parallel decrease of risk ratios and ratios of costs. Therefore, the Islamic banks are more efficient in 2014.210

14 Global Journal of Management and Business Research211

15 C212

The Efficiency of Islamic Banks in North Africa: Analysis with the Non-Parametric Approach DEA (Window213
Analysis)214

The Graph 1 : The variation of financial ratios between 2010 and 2014215
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According to the graph, the ratio Profit (ROA) of Islamic banks in North Africa has experienced a decrease216
in 2011. Then, this ratio has seen an increase in 2012 and 2013. By contrast, this ratio has seen a decrease but217
with a percentage remains greater than the year 2010.218

The Cost Ratio 3 has experienced an increase in 2011, then a decrease in 2012. Subsequently, we observe a219
slight increase in 2013. But, in 2014, the ratio cost 3 increases to exceed the levels in the last three years.220

The Cost Ratio 2 has seen an increase in 2011, then a decrease in 2012. Subsequently, this ratio increases221
slightly to achieve in 2014 a level superior to other years.222

The risk ratio 2 has seen a decrease in 2011, then an increase in 2012 and 2013. But, this ratio of risk has223
been decreased in 2014. Therefore, the Islamic banks in North Africa have experienced a decrease in average of224
the Risk ratio 2 in 2014 with a decrease of average of the ratio of profit and the ratio of income.225

The risk ratio 1 has seen a slight increase in 2011, 2012 and 2013. But, this ratio has seen a decrease in 2014.226
Also, the ratio of income has experienced a slight decrease in 2011, then he starts to increase in 2012 and 2013.227

In 2014, the ratio of income has seen a remarkable reduction but with an average greater than the year 2010.228
This variation is explained by the decrease in the banking commissions.229

The Cost Ratio 1 has experienced a slight variation from one year to another. This ratio has seen an increase in230
2011,2012 and 2013, then a decrease in 2014. This decrease is explained by the decrease in the personal charges.231
According to this table, Bank Zitouna occupies the first rank in ratio of profit, and then the bank Al Baraka232
occupies the second rank. In contrast, the Bank Wava Mauritanian Islamic ranks last in between the Islamic233
banks in North Africa.234

The Bank Al Baraka of Algeria occupies the last row for the cost ratio 3 and the cost ratio 2. By contrast,235
the BANK AL Baraka (Tunis) occupies the first rank for the cost ratio 3. Also, this bank occupies the first rank236
for the cost ratio 1. But, the Bank al-Salam of Algeria occupies the first rank for the cost ratio 2.237

The Bank Al Baraka of Algeria holds the rank first in term the risk ratio 2. On the other hand, the Islamic238
Bank Faisal of Egypt occupies the last row between the Islamic banks in North Africa.239

The Bank Faisal Islamic of Egypt occupies the first rank at the level the ratio of income. Therefore, this bank240
has a percentage the largest of the commissions (by Report the total of active) by report the other banks in241
North Africa.242

The Islamic bank Faisal of Egypt occupies the first rank for the ratio of risk 1. In against part, the BANK243
AL Baraka of Algeria occupies the last row.244

16 c) The results of estimates of score of efficiency by the245

method (DEA)246

In the framework of this method, technical efficiency (and) a measure of the ability to produce the maximum247
amount of goods with a given level of factors of production, or the capacity to use the minimum of factors of248
production to produce a given quantity of goods. Technical Efficiency decomposes also in pure efficiency Technical249
(EFA) and the efficiency of scale (EE), which are determined by the model with yields of scale variables. This250
last efficiency measure the level of returns to scale in which the Bank operates (increasing returns to scale or251
decreasing). The Islamic bank al-Salam of Algeria has the most high score of technical efficiency between the252
Islamic Banks of North Africa. Therefore, the Bank al-Salam presents the bank the more technically efficient253
between the Islamic banks in North Africa.254

According to the table, this Bank St well managed. The Bank Algerian Islamic al-Salam is located in the border255
of efficiency does not reflect that it produces a maximum level of outputs from a given level of inputs although256
this situation means that this Bank presents the best practice of the production of outputs and constitutes a257
reference to the other banks in North Africa.258

The Bank Zitouna (Tunisian Bank), the BANK AL Baraka (Tunisian Bank), the BAMIS: Mauritanian bank,259
the BANK AL Baraka (Algerian bank), the Islamic Bank of Faisal of Egypt, the Islamic Bank of Faisal of Sudan260
and the Islamic Bank of Egypt AL Baraka are located under the Border. Therefore, they are of Islamic Banks261
inefficient in North Africa.262

According to the table, in the second row, we find the Islamic Bank Al Baraka of Egypt with a score of 87%.263
In contrast, the Bank Wava Mauritanian Islamic occupies the last row. Then, this bank is much less efficient264
with a score 58.4%.265

The Bank Egyptian Islamic Al Baraka has a pure efficiency of 88.8% and an efficiency of scale of 97.9%. This266
bank evolves in a situation of decreasing returns to scale (DRS). In progressing the way in which the Bank is267
managed, 11.2% (100 -88.8) of inputs can be saved. By adjusting the size of the Bank, the consumption ofinputs268
may be reduced to 2.1% (100 -97.9).269

The Islamic bank Faisal of the Sudan has a pure efficiency of 81.64% and an efficiency of scale of 97.7%.270
This bank evolves in a situation of decreasing returns to scale (DRS). In progressing the way in which the Bank271
is managed, 18.36% (100 -81.64) of inputs can be saved. By adjusting the size of the Bank, the consumption272
ofinputs may be reduced to 2.3% (100 -97.7).273

The Bank Egyptian Islamic Faisal has a pure efficiency of 100% and an efficiency of scale of 84.8%. This bank274
evolves in a situation of decreasing returns to scale (DRS). This bank is well managed. By adjusting The model275
is estimated using the Stata software and the results are presented in the table below.276
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the size of the Bank, the consumption ofinputs can be reduced by 15.2% (100 -84.8).277
The Tunisian Bank Al Baraka has a pure efficiency of 90.5% and an efficiency of scale of 67.7%. This bank278

evolves in a situation of decreasing returns to scale (DRS). In progressing the way in which the Bank is managed,279
9.5% (100 -90.5) of inputs can be saved. By adjusting, the consumption ofinputs can be reduced by 32.3% (100280
-67.7).281

The Algerian bank Al Baraka has a pure efficiency of 72.02% and an efficiency of scale of 96.77%.in progressing282
the way in which the Bank is managed, 27.98% (100 -72.02) of inputs can be saved. By adjusting the size of the283
Bank, the consumption ofinputs may be reduced to 3.23% (100 -96.77).284

The Tunisian Bank Zitouna has a pure efficiency of 84.8% and an efficiency of scale of 97.7%. In progressing285
the way in which the Bank is managed, 15.2% (100 -84.8) of inputs can be saved. By adjusting the size of the286
Bank, the consumption ofinputs may be reduced to 2.3% (100 -97.7).287

The Islamic Bank Al Mauritanian Wava has a pure efficiency of 66.8% and an efficiency of scale of 87.5%.288
This bank evolves in a situation of increasing returns to scale (IRS). In progressing the way in which the Bank is289
managed, 33.2% (100 -66.8)of inputs can be saved. By adjusting the size of the Bank, the consumption ofinputs290
can be reduced by 12.5% (100 -87.5).291

Islamic banks which are the Islamic Bank Al Mauritanian Wava, the Algerian bank Al Baraka, the Tunisian292
Bank Zitouna, the Islamic Bank Faisal (Sudan), the BANK AL Baraka Egypt can advance their performance.293
These Islamic banks must analyze the practices of banks Al Baraka (Tunis), Al Salam (Algeria) and Faisal294
(Egypt) which are identified as his peers of reference. To be a peer (or a benchmark), the Islamic Bank must295
have a pure efficiency of 100%.296

The Score Average TE during the entire period of study (2010-14) is equal to 77.99%, which indicates that297
the Islamic banks in North Africa would have been able to produce the same quantity of output achieved with298
only 77.99% of the inputs used to where a loss of 22.01% of resources.299

17 III.300

18 Conclusion301

Throughout this chapter, we are trying to put the light on the term efficiency, the instrument of the Islamic Bank302
and the studies which deal with the efficiency of Islamic banks with the method DEA. The overall efficiency303
decomposes in technical efficiency, efficiency, pure and the efficiency to scale.304

Empirically, we are trying to examine the efficiency of Islamic banks in North Africa with Algeria, Tunisia,305
Egypt, Sudan and Mauritania (there is no Islamic banks in Libya and Morocco). In Mauritania the Second306
Islamic bank has closed its doors by the central bank. Our sample consists of eight Islamic banks and the period307
of study is spread between 2010 and 2014. To test the efficiency of Islamic banks in North Africa we appeal to308
the method of analysis by financial ratios and the method DEA (a method non parametric).309

Empirically, we find a score of technical efficiency (TE) medium during the entire period of study (2010-14)310
is equal to 77.99%, which indicates that the Islamic banks in North Africa would have been able to produce the311
same quantity of output achieved with only 77.99% of the inputs used to where a loss of 22.01% of resources.312

The limits of our work are the reduced number of Islamic banks in Afique in the north because of the policy313
adopted long time, also the period of study is short since there are banks open their doors newly. We choose just314
the banks which are totally Islamic.315

Our work can be a point of departure for research regarding the Islamic banks in the Arab world or well on316
the ground in Africa.317
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Figure 1:

Figure 2: Volume

1

Cost Ratio 1 Personal load / Total Assets
The Cost Ratio 2 Interest expenses / Total Deposit
The ratio of cost 3 (provisions+Capital) / Total Assets
The risk ratio 1 Credit Total / Total Assets
The ratio of risk 2 Total deposits / Total Assets
The ratio Profit Profits / Total of assets
The income ratio Commissions / Total Assets
b) Analysis by the Financial Ratios
Moreover, we will classify the Islamic banks in
North Africa according to the average of the Ratios by
year.

Figure 3: Table 1 :
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2

Average Average Average MediumMediumIncome Profit
cost 1 cost 2 cost 3 risk 1 risk 2 Average Average

B1: Albaraka 1 7 1 2 2 2 2
Tunis
B2: Bamis 2 4 3 5 3 4 8
Mouritanie
B3: Zitouna 3 6 6 3 4 5 1
Tunis
B4: Albaraka 4 8 8 8 1 8 7
Algeria
B5:Alsalam 5 1 5 7 6 7 5
Algeria
B6: Faisel 6 2 7 1 8 1 3
Islamic Bank
of Egypt
B7: Albaraka 7 5 4 4 7 6 4
Egypt
B8: Faisal 8 3 2 6 5 3 6
bank (Sudan)

Figure 4: Table 2 :

3

Technical Effi-
ciency

Technical Effi-
ciency

Efficiency of
Scale

pure
B1: Albaraka Tunis 61.3% 90.5% 67.7%
B2: Bamis Mouritanie 58.4% 66.8% 87.5%
B3: Zitouna Tunis 82.9% 84.8% 97.7%
B4: Albaraka Algeria 69.74% 72.02% 96.77%
B5:Alsalam Algeria 100% 100% 100%
B6: Faisel Islamic Bank of 84.8% 100% 84.8%
Egypt
B7: Albaraka Egypt 87% 88.8% 97.9%
B8: the Islamic 79.83% 81.64% 97.7%
Bank Faisal (Sudan)
Average 77.99% 85.57% 91.11%

Figure 5: Table 3 :
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